High-strength silk protein scaffolds for bone repair
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one defects, both large and small, from nonunions or trauma,
pose a significant challenge and often require surgical intervention (1). In the United States alone, 1.3 million people undergo bone graft surgeries each year for skeletal defects either from
accidents or disease (2). However, current treatments mostly rely
on autografts or allografts but have associated risks, with autografts needing an additional surgical site and limits to supply, and
allografts having potential risks of disease transmission and longterm complications (3, 4).
Tissue engineering represents a promising solution toward repair and replacement of these diseased and damaged bone tissues
with engineered grafts. Toward this goal, a wide range of natural
and synthetic biodegradable polymers has been investigated,
including hyaluronic acid, chitosan, poly(L-lactide-co-glycolide)
(PLGA), polycaprolactone (PCL), and polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA), as well as several ceramic materials such as calcium
phosphate, calcium sulfate, and bioactive glass (5–10). Each of
these materials presents limitations in achieving the requirements
for bone repair scaffolds.
To improve on the mechanical properties and osteoinductive
potential of bone scaffold materials, the use of composites has
been widely explored. The use of ceramic materials such as tricalcium phosphates, hydroxyapatite (HAP), or bioactive glass as
inclusions in polymer matrices is often used to enhance mechanics (9, 11–13). Similarly, studies using reinforcing silk particles (fabricated by milling) into a silk matrix resulted in improved
scaffolds for bone applications with compressive properties in hydrated state of approximately 3 MPa, improving the ingrowth of
human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs)
in vitro toward forming bone-like tissues (14–16).
Currently, bone graft/scaffold engineering using silk biomaterials has received increasing interest as an alternative option (14,
15, 17, 18). However, toward, this goal several biological parameters need to be met including biocompatibility, biodegradability, surface roughness, porosity, osteoconductivity, and above all
high mechanical integrity (4, 14, 15). However, many challenges
remain to satisfy an optimally functional bone regeneration scafwww.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1119474109

fold system (19). Perhaps the biggest challenge is the need for
polymer biomaterials to meet the high compressive properties
of bone, a prerequisite to function in vivo (14, 15, 20).
Silk fibroin from Bombyx mori was chosen as the protein for
the current study due to its desirable properties including biocompatibility with low inflammatory and immunogenic responses
(17, 18, 21–25). The unique β-sheet (crystalline)-rich structure
imparts high stiffness and toughness to silk biomaterials, making
it a useful biopolymer for bone engineering applications (23).
In our prior studies we reported ultimate tensile strength values
between 610 and 690 MPa for silk filaments, compared to 0.9–
7.4 MPa for rattail-type I collagen and 28–50 MPa for polylactic
acid (PLA), respectively (23). Similarly, a modulus between 15
and 17 GPa for silk was reported and compared to 0.0018–
0.046 GPa, for collagen, and 1.2–3.0 GPa for PLA (19). Silk has
achieved US Food and Drug Administration approval for some
medical devices. Additionally, due to the amphiphilic features,
postprocessing of silk into various material formats including
films, scaffolds, fibers, hydrogels, and sponges is feasible with tunable degradation properties for biomaterial and tissue engineering applications (21, 22, 26).
In the present study, the goal was to improve the compressive
properties of silk scaffolds to match the requirements for bone.
The approach was to exploit silk microfiber reinforcements as a
step toward orthopedic biomaterials for repairs. Toward this
goal, a unique silk hydrolysis method was developed to fabricate
micron-sized silk fibers as fillers with a silk matrix for reinforcement. The effects of fiber length and content on compressive
properties of these unique silk protein-protein composite materials were investigated based on the strong protein-protein interfacial bonding between the two silk phases. Subsequent studies
focused on the compatibility of these systems for hMSC differentiation for bone tissue engineering applications.
Results and Discussion
Previous in vivo and in vitro studies using porous silk scaffolds
have shown potential toward reconstruction of bone and bonerelated grafts due to the intrinsic high mechanical strength and
robustness (17, 18, 21, 22, 26, 27). However, greater strength
was desired to match bone requirements, thus newer strategies
would not only help to reduce bone graft failures but would also
provide an alternate option of using scaffolds as direct load-bearing supports to improve in vivo tissue engineering outcomes. To
progress toward this goal of high-strength silk scaffolds, in this
study a simpler method to achieve micron range fibers from
degummed silk by alkali hydrolysis was identified. Subsequently
these different sized (10–500 μm) silk microfibers were used to
reinforce silk scaffolds, with the added benefit of the ability to
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Biomaterials for bone tissue regeneration represent a major focus
of orthopedic research. However, only a handful of polymeric biomaterials are utilized today because of their failure to address critical issues like compressive strength for load-bearing bone grafts.
In this study development of a high compressive strength (~13 MPa
hydrated state) polymeric bone composite materials is reported,
based on silk protein-protein interfacial bonding. Micron-sized silk
fibers (10–600 μm) obtained utilizing alkali hydrolysis were used as
reinforcement in a compact fiber composite with tunable compressive strength, surface roughness, and porosity based on the fiber
length included. A combination of surface roughness, porosity,
and scaffold stiffness favored human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cell differentiation toward bone-like tissue in vitro
based on biochemical and gene expression for bone markers.
Further, minimal in vivo immunomodulatory responses suggested
compatibility of the fabricated silk-fiber-reinforced composite
matrices for bone engineering applications.
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control microfiber size and particle loading to investigate impact
on mechanical properties toward bone tissue engineering.
Silk-Fiber Formation. Alkaline hydrolysis of proteins is a welldocumented procedure. However, to our knowledge use of this
process to generate microfibers from native silk fibers for reinforcement studies was unique, in that we could modulate and control
the size of the microfibers obtained using a faster (in seconds)
and cost-effective method compared with expensive and timeconsuming conventional ball-and-jet milling methods (Fig. 1,
Fig. 2) (16, 28, 29). The length of silk microfibers obtained in the
process was inversely proportional to time of hydrolysis (Fig. 2A).
The alkali (sodium hydroxide) initiates hydrolysis of amide bonds
by conversion to a carboxylic acid and an amine or ammonia,
which can be smelled during the reaction. Hydrolysis was faster
with random chopping during the initial 0–15 s but became steady
over time. After the initial 15 s, the average microfiber length
obtained was 354  84 μm, which dropped to 263  67, and
191  46 μm after 50 and 70 s, respectively (Fig. 2A). What is
particularly interesting is the stepwise decrease in silk microfiber
length, perhaps accounted for by the specific arrangement of the
beta-sheets (crystallites) and less crystalline regions within the
silk structure (30) (Fig. 1B). We can hypothesize that there is
a sequential hydrolysis of silk regions more prone to the reaction,
such as the noncrystalline domains. Some amino acids of silk [e.g.,
arginine (1% in silk) and serine (13% in silk)] are destroyed in the
process, but others are racemized (31). This finding is further supported by the rapid exothermic hydrolysis reaction resulting in
smaller microfibers in the 1,000 μm range within 5–10 s (Fig. 2A).
Similarly, slowing down of the hydrolysis process as observed
from the microfiber sizes obtained after the initial 15–20 s may
be attributed to cleaving the more crystalline regions of the silk,
due to the stronger hydrogen bonding, resulting in finer fibers
(150–300 μm fibers between 50–720 s) (Fig. 1B, Fig. 2I). Further,
upon supply of external heat (energy to break the bonds) faster
hydrolysis with finer fibers of 10  5 μm size was observed, presumably due to rapid cleaving of both less crystalline and crystalline silk regions (Fig. 1C) (30). In approximately 60 s, microfibers
ranging 10–20 μm were obtained as compared to 100-μm plussized fibers after 720 s of normal reaction without external heating (Fig. 2A). This slight modification allowed us to fabricate a

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic representation of silk-fiber fabrication steps, (B) SEM
image showing degummed silk-fiber morphology and possible arrangements
of crystalline and less crystalline domains, and (C) hydrolyzed silk microfibers
of varied lengths used as fillers for fabricating reinforced scaffolds. (Scale bar,
400 μm.)
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wider range of microfiber sizes of which three different groups,
10–20, 150–200, and 400–500 μm, were selected and designated
as small, medium, and large microfibers, respectively, for the silkfiber scaffold reinforcement studies reported here (Fig. 1C).
However, during the course of hydrolysis fiber diameter was
observed to remain within a range of 10  2 μm except for hydrolysis with external heating where the fibers were fragmented to
various smaller sizes (Fig. 1 B and C).
Reinforced Silk Scaffold Fabrication. To fabricate microfiberreinforced silk scaffolds, 25 wt % hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP)
silk solution was blended with equal amounts (1∶1, HFIP∶silk
microfiber) or three times more microfibers by wt % (1∶3,
HFIP∶silk-fiber). Similarly, HFIP-silk alone (25 wt %) was used
to fabricate control scaffolds (without microfibers). In each ratio,
three different types of reinforced scaffolds were fabricated using
microfibers of larger (400–500 μm), medium (150–200 μm), and
smaller (10–20 μm) lengths (Fig. 1C). Strong interfacial contact
between blended polymers within a composite is critical for
achieving higher stiffness (14, 32). Following a similar principle,
silk was chosen as the common material for both the phases (fiber
and bulk matrix) to achieve enhanced interfacial protein-protein
compatibility as evident from the SEM images. By external
observation, 1∶1 scaffolds appeared more porous than 1∶3 ratio
scaffolds (Fig. 3). However, 1∶3 ratio scaffolds were rougher in
appearance compared to the 1∶1 scaffolds. Porosity as calculated
by the liquid (hexane) displacement method was approximately
88  09, 82  11, and 77  08% for the reinforced scaffolds with
larger, medium, and smaller microfibers, respectively, in the 1∶1
ratio. For 1∶3 ratios, the scaffold porosities decreased to 81  08,
73  10, and 69  7% for the larger, medium, and smaller microfibers, respectively. In comparison, control HFIP-silk scaffolds
showed the highest porosity of 90  13%. However, control
scaffolds had thicker walls between pores in comparison to the
microfiber scaffolds, which had open-ended, highly porous walls
as evident from SEM (Fig. 3). Further, no evidence of phase
separation was observed, demonstrating miscibility of silk microfibers with the silk matrix toward a strong composite via optimal
interfacial contact (Fig. 3) (32).
Comparing SEM images, it is evident that the overall surface
roughness, including the roughness of pore walls and interconnectivity, increased for both ratios of 1∶1 and 1∶3 upon the addition of larger microfibers when compared to smaller fibers, with
an average pore size in the range of 500–600 μm (Fig. 3). Medium
fibers showed an intermediate roughness, and smaller fibers had
a more compact structure with less fibrous solid walls (Fig. 3).
Bonded silk fibers can be seen intertwined throughout the scaffold making the surface rough and porous with good miscibility
(14). This enhancement of roughness is an added advantage for
these new composite scaffolds as interconnected porous structures are important for new bone tissue regeneration, allowing
integration via adequate neovascularization and nutrient/metabolic waste diffusion (19, 27, 33). Further, using salt leaching,
control over the range of pore sizes and geometry can be attained
by choosing the appropriate salt grain size (in this study 800 μm
grains were used) to mimic bone features related to distinct anatomical bone sites (34, 35).
Biomechanics. High mechanical stability is a prerequisite for loadbearing biomedical implants, especially for bone tissue engineering to withstand high compressive in vivo stresses. Although silk
in its natural fiber form is considered a ductile and stiff polymer,
its postprocessing and fabrication steps determine scaffold mechanical properties. In an attempt to achieve high compressive
properties, silk microfibers were used in the present study as
fillers along with a bulk silk matrix to achieve high-strength
composite scaffolds. Use of such reinforcing fillers is a preferred
Mandal et al.

approach in engineering to enhance composite strength and has
been reported for silk (14, 16, 36, 37).
Following testing in a hydrated state, acellular scaffolds of 1∶3
ratios were found to be 4–5 times the modulus when compared
to the 1∶1 scaffolds (Fig. 2B). Due to higher fiber density in the
1∶3 ratio, the modulus of the scaffolds with larger microfibers
increased from 0.90  0.11 to 10.64  2.46 MPa (**P ≤ 0.01).

Fig. 3. SEM images showing silk scaffold characteristics including pore size,
microfiber bonding, porosity, and surface roughness. Inset shows fabricated
scaffold used for cell culture. (Scale bar, 200 μm.)
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Similarly for scaffolds containing the medium and small microfibers, the values were enhanced from 3.62  0.65 and 1.86  0.21
to 9.79  3.05 and 5.42  1.18 MPa, respectively (**P ≤ 0.01).
An approximate increase of 9.70, 6.10, and 3.50 MPa, respectively, for scaffolds reinforced with large, medium, and small
microfibers (Fig. 2B). In comparison, control HFIP-silk scaffolds
showed much lower modulus of 85.06  32.62 kPa (  P ≤
0.01). Because of the strong protein-protein cohesive bonding,
higher compressive modulus values were achieved in fiberbonded scaffolds (acellular) when compared to control HFIP-silk
scaffolds (50–100-fold increase) (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, differences in compressive properties were observed with the different
sized microfibers as well as the change silk-fiber content (Fig. 2B).
Understandably, higher fiber amounts (1∶1 vs. 1∶3 ratios) led to
greater packing density, yielding stronger composites with higher
mechanical properties (14, 16). However, using a similar fiber
content (1∶3 ratio), comparable high compressive values were
obtained for scaffolds with the larger and medium fibers, in
the range of approximately 10 MPa in the hydrated state (these
values represent the strongest silk scaffolds to date), possibly due
to the improved bonding of microfibers to the matrix as observed
from SEM (Fig. 3). Further, these longer microfibers possibly
help to bind better to the silk matrix by partial dissolution in
the presence of HFIP (14). This binding in turn will help with
more effective transfer of load during compression from the
matrix to the reinforcement and help eliminate stress buildup,
resulting in increased toughness and strength (16, 38). In comparison, smaller microfibers (with similar fiber content of 1∶3) due
to their short sizes, fail to make a larger connected composite
mat, resulting in ineffective transfer of load during compression,
and yielding lower compressive values (Fig. 3).
Studies using partially dissolved polyphosphazene have shown
a similar effect after binding to nano-hydroxyapatite forming
stronger reinforced scaffolds (39). Our results are in line with
previous silk reinforcement studies using 1–5 μm silk particles
obtained through milling, yielding compressive values of approximately 2.8 MPa under hydrated conditions (one-fourth of our
PNAS Early Edition ∣
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Fig. 2. (A) Varied lengths of silk microfibers obtained after alkali hydrolysis, (B) compressive modulus of silk microfiber-reinforced scaffolds of ratios 1∶1
and 1∶3, before and after cell culture (28 d), (C) ALP activity of seeded hMSCs under differentiating conditions on silk microfiber-reinforced scaffolds,
and (D) cell proliferation showing normalized values of cell growth within silk scaffolds over a period of 4 wk. (Scale bar, 200 μm.) Data represents mean 
standard deviation (n ¼ 5), where **P ≤ 0.01 and *P ≤ 0.05.

current values), confirming the role of fiber size/length on compressive properties (14, 16). In comparison, control HFIP scaffolds without microfibers showed lower compressive values of
approximately 85 kPa, related to the presence of intermolecular
hydrogen bonds between silk chains in the β-sheets induced due
to methanol treatment (14, 16, 40). Utilizing these weaker hydrogen bonds within β-sheet nanocrystals, nanoconfinement of such
smaller β-sheet nanocrystals in silk achieved higher stiffness,
strength, and mechanical toughness as elucidated previously
(41, 42). In combination with inherent silk-fiber strength, compact fiber reinforcement led to enhanced compressive properties
within the scaffolds.
When used in lower proportions to the silk matrix (as in 1∶1
ratios), silk scaffolds with microfibers of larger size showed contrasting results (Fig. 2B). This behavior is possibly due to uneven
packing, where smaller- and medium-sized microfibers, due to
their greater numbers in comparison to the larger microfibers,
distributed better, resulting in more even packing and stronger
composites (~2–4 MPa) in contrast to larger microfibers
(~1 MPa), which can leave gaps (observed during sectioning) resulting in lower compressive properties.
The importance of the high compressive data in the 1∶3 ratio
study group (in the hydrated state) is emphasized when compared
with previously reported conventional degradable polymeric
biomaterials like collagen, PCL, PLGA, chitosan, and gelatin intended for bone tissue engineering. Collagen in pure form is
known to have low compressive properties in the hydrated state
(2–150 kPa) and even in blends with osteoinductive hydroxyapatite (HA) and bioglass, porous scaffolds have shown low compressive properties in the range of 200 kPa and 2.97 MPa, respectively
(43, 44). Further, using 4.8 wt % chitosan, 2.56 MPa was reached
in scaffolds, and in combination with alginate (in equal ratios)
there was an increase to 8.1 MPa when tested in the dry state (45).
Similarly, PCL/HA and PLGA/β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP)
scaffolds had values of 0.74 and 4.19 MPa, respectively, much
lower than our current values with biodegradable silk scaffolds
in the hydrated state (46, 47).
Further, a possible role of ECM toward mechanical improvements was evaluated using silk-fiber-reinforced scaffolds by
culturing and differentiating hMSCs toward bone-like tissue.

Enhanced biomechanics were observed due to possible deposition of ECM and mineralization as a result of osteogenic differentiation within scaffolds of all ratios and types over time [higher
collagen, alkaline phosphatase (ALP) gene expression]. Our result agrees with previous studies using hMSCs on silk scaffolds
toward enhanced biomechanics (15, 48, 49). With an increase
of approximately 26%, compressive moduli of scaffolds with medium-sized microfibers reached a maximum of approximately
13 MPa followed by large and smaller sized microfiber scaffolds
with enhancement of approximately 12% (~11 MPa), and approximately 29% in compressive modulus (~7.5 MPa), respectively (Fig. 2B). No statistical difference was observed between
compressive values of larger and medium microfiber scaffolds.
However, we expect compressive values to enhance further in
longer cultures greater than the current study of 4 wk.
Human Bone Marrow Stem Cell Proliferation and Osteogenesis.

Although significant improvements in compressive properties
(~13 MPa) was observed, exceeding values needed for cancellous
bone (~10 MPa), still these values are significantly lower than
that of native cortical bone (~100 MPa) (14, 16, 28). Toward
achieving such mechanical properties, we hypothesize to use
these unique composite scaffolds as temporary, biodegradable
support conduits for native cells to grow and replace with ECM,
thus improving biomechanical properties over time. Cellular
proliferation, osteogenic potential and in vivo compatibility were
investigated. As compared to day 0 (seeding day), cells proliferated with time (Fig. 2D). From plotted normalized values, proliferation rate was steady after week one and two, possibly due
to induction of osteogenesis within the scaffolds. Cell proliferation (normalized) was highest within the scaffolds in the control
HFIP-silk scaffolds followed by the reinforced scaffolds with
larger and medium microfibers, then lowest in case of smaller
microfibers (Fig. 2B). In comparison to the controls, at the end
of week four, the scaffolds with smaller microfibers showed
approximately 15% fewer cells followed by approximately 4%
and approximately 8% in the case of the larger and medium-sized
microfiber scaffolds, respectively. The lower cell proliferation on
microfiber scaffolds compared to controls may be due to lower

Fig. 4. Real-time gene expression conducted on silk microfiber-reinforced scaffolds seeded with hMSCs under differentiating conditions showing fold expression of osteogenic genes: (A) ALP, (B) Collagen 1a1, (C) OP, and (D) BSP. (Scale bar, 200 μm.) Data represents mean  SD (n ¼ 4), where **P ≤ 0.01 and
*P ≤ 0.05.
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Conclusions
A unique method to generate silk microfibers with control of
length was demonstrated. As a result, silk microfiber-reinforced
three-dimensional scaffolds were fabricated with strong proteinprotein interfacial bonding between the microfiber and bulk silk
components resulting in promising compressive properties. The
developed three-dimensional-scaffold systems provided insight
on the role of microfiber dimensions on mechanical properties
and immune responses. Further, silk microfiber-protein composite matrices mimicked the mechanical features of native bone
including matrix stiffness and surface roughness favoring enhanced hMSC differentiation compared to control silk sponges.
Together, this study may aid development of high-strength biopolymeric scaffolds toward tissue engineering of bone.
Materials and Methods
Silk Scaffold Fabrication. Bombyx mori aqueous silk and 25% ðwt∕volÞ HFIPsilk solution was prepared as described previously (14, 48). Varied sized silk
fibers (10–500 μm) were fabricated from degummed silk after alkali hydrolysis followed by reinforcement using HFIP-silk in ratios of 1∶1 and 1∶3
(fiber∶silk solution).
Fig. 5. Histological images showing in vivo immunological response of fabricated silk microfiber scaffolds in mice. Sample sections were stained with
H&E. Microscopic images (Left) show scaffolds implanted subcutaneously
in mice and a harvested highly vascularized implant after 4 wk.
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Biophysical and Biochemical Studies. Scaffold morphology was evaluated
using SEM and porosity by liquid displacement method (14). For biomechanical evaluation, acellular and cellularized scaffolds were tested using Instron
PNAS Early Edition ∣
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In Vivo Responses. To better understand material immune response
and implant integration, the fabricated scaffolds (both tests and
controls) were implanted into mice subcutaneously at the back
and were retrieved after 1 and 4 wk (Fig. 5). Following retrieval
of scaffolds after week 1 and H&E staining, inflammatory cells
(mainly macrophages marked with arrows) were observed surrounding the implanted scaffolds of all types, a sign of milder,
more indolent tissue reaction and a more compact zone of repair
(24, 57). On close observation, the number of inflammatory cells
surrounding the control, larger, and medium microfiber scaffolds
were less compared to the cells with the smaller microfiber-reinforced scaffolds (Fig. 5). One explanation for these differences
could be associated with the size of the foreign materials (10–
20 μm silk fibers) inducing greater adhesion and effective phagocytosis by surrounding macrophages compared to larger particles
less susceptible to phagocytosis (58). Medium microfiber scaffolds showed intermittent numbers of inflammatory cells. The
layer of macrophages and fibroblasts were 4–5 cell sheets thick
and the macrophages were restricted to the immediate hostimplant interface. The interface layer was superimposed by oriented fibroblasts and rare lymphocytes, and was devoid of giant
cells. However, around the scaffolds with the smaller microfibers
higher numbers of macrophages, plasma cells, and increased
vascularization was present at the rougher surface areas of the
scaffolds. The layer of macrophages, fibroblasts, and plasma cells
was 8–12 cell sheets thick (Fig. 5). Silk degradation was not visibly
observed over the time frame of study.
Following a four-week study, dense tissue ingrowth with vascularization surrounding the implants was observed (Fig. 5).
The retrieved scaffold samples showed fewer inflammatory cells
surrounding the implants in all scaffold samples including the
scaffolds with the smaller microfibers, with close integration of
the implants and mice tissue (Fig. 5). This observation is supported by previous reports showing less adhesion of immunocompetent cells to pure silk fibroin in vitro, compared to polystyrene
and poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (57). Similarly, studies
with silk nonwoven mats implanted subcutaneously in rats induced a weak foreign body response and no fibrosis with little
upregulation of inflammatory pathways at the implantation site
and no invasion by lymphocytes after 6 mo in vivo (25). Further,
immune compatibility of pure silk films has already been demonstrated in vivo, inducing a lower inflammatory response than collagen films and PLA films (24).
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porosity, hindering cell migration, and may be optimized using
bigger salt granules during fabrication (Fig. 2D) (50).
In the present study, we observed hMSC differentiation (higher transcript levels of osteogenic markers) toward bone-like cells
at an increased rate on the more rigid and rougher fiber-reinforced scaffolds when compared to the controls (**P ≤ 0.01)
(Fig. 2C, Fig. 4) (15, 49). Seeded cells grew and proliferated with
significant expression (sixfold to ninefold after day 28) of collagen
(Collα1) within the microfiber-reinforced scaffolds, similar to
controls (**P ≤ 0.01) (Fig. 4). Significant increases in levels (sixfold to ninefold) of osteopontin (OP) and bone sialoprotein
(BSP) (fourfold to sixfold) were observed on day 28 for the
microfiber-reinforced scaffolds as compared to HFIP-controls, a
sign of enhanced osteogenesis (**P ≤ 0.01) (15, 18, 49). Similarly,
ALP activity increased 20- to 30-fold, including controls, when
compared to day 1, with the highest expression observed in the case
of scaffolds with the medium-sized microfibers, followed by larger
and smaller microfibers, respectively (**P ≤ 0.01) (Fig. 4).
It is not surprising that with increased roughness and rigidity of
scaffolds an enhancement of hMSC differentiation toward bone
was observed. A role of matrix stiffness and surface roughness in
cell motility and behavior has been explored and reported to
influence differentiation (51–53). Particularly, hMSCs differentiating into an osteogenic lineage on stiffer matrices has been
reported, including studies on three-dimensional silk matrices
(15, 17, 18, 49, 52–54). Higher OP and BSP transcript levels
are indicative of the maturity of the mineralized matrix where
OP is specifically responsible for cell attachment at bone modeling sites, regulation of crystal formation, and growth due to its
ability to bind to hydroxyapatite, whereas, BSP enhances nucleation of hydroxyapatite crystals and is a marker for osteogenesis
(55, 56). Higher levels of ALP, a marker for osteoblastic phenotype, further confirm enhanced differentiation of hMSCs on reinforced scaffolds when compared to the controls (49, 52, 53).
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